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Interstate 11: The Road to
Prosperity in Nevada
ARTHUR C. NELSON
PROFESSOR OF URBAN PLANNING AND REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMSENT, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA

Interstate highways in
the major
metropolitan areas of
both Arizona and
Nevada are congested
and getting worse.
This impedes economic
exchange between
these states, with
other western states,
and with Canada and
Mexico. To the extent
that I-11 bypasses
those metropolitan
areas, economic
competitiveness can
be enhanced.

Abstract
Interstate 11 (I-11) offers Nevada a unique opportunity to advance the economic
development prospects of one of the state’s most economically challenged areas: Elko
and eastern Nevada. Although the state used a qualitative system to choose a western
route for I-11, this process may not have considered fully the costs of extending I-11 to
Canada in a cost-effective manner or in a manner consistent with I-11 purposes,
especially avoiding congested areas. This briefing report reviews the history and
purposes of I-11; summarizes the I-11 route options; considers how I-11 might extend
to Canada in a way that is consistent with its purposes; and makes the case for the U.S.
93 option for I-11 on the eastern side of Nevada.

Introduction
For more than 30 years, civic and business leaders in Nevada and Arizona campaigned
to build an interstate highway to connect Las Vegas and Phoenix. At the same time,
national leaders sought to build an interstate highway for the express purpose of linking
Canada with Mexico through the western United States. The current connection, called
the CANAMEX corridor and created by the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA), is comprised of multiple interstate links and state highways, and defeats its
fundamental purpose because it is not a continuous route. This network of roads passes
through two major metropolitan areas known for their severe and worsening
congestion: Phoenix and Salt Lake City. State and national leaders have also pushed for
a new interstate highway between Interstate 5 and Interstate 15, which is the nation’s
largest land area not served by a north-south interstate highway. Interstate 11 (I-11)
emerged to address these needs.
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In four sections, this report:
•

Reviews the history and purposes of I-11;

•

Summarizes the initial and tentative final I-11 routes;

•

Considers how I-11 is extended to Canada in a way that is consistent with its
purposes;

•

Makes the case for the U.S. 93 option for I-11.

The brief calls for a new approach to evaluating prospective I-11 routes so that
economically lagging regions in Nevada can share in the state’s prosperity.

I-11 History and Purposes
Interstate 11 currently extends about 23 miles from Henderson, Nevada to the Arizona
state line (see Figure 1). First proposed in the 2012 Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st
Century Act (MAP Act), I-11 extends from Casa Grande northward through the Phoenix
metropolitan area, then to Las Vegas. In 2015 extensions of the corridor to the north
toward Interstate 80 (I-80) and to the south toward Nogales received approval in the
Fixing America's Surface Transportation Act (FAST Act) although without final
funding. The exact alignment for I-11 north of Henderson, Nevada has yet to be
determined as a number of corridor route alternatives are under review.
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Figure 1: Current Location of I-11

Source: Google Map

The Nevada Department of Transportation (NVDOT) outlined the purposes of I-11 in a
2014 report:1
•

High quality transportation corridors play a key role in stimulating economic
activity when they facilitate international trade flows. For instance, the land ports
of entry connecting Texas with Mexico benefited from infrastructure investments
that increased capacity and reduced delays. This has helped Texas to realize trade
flows about 10 times higher than those between Arizona and Mexico. Extended
northward, the I-11 corridor has the potential to stimulate similar trade and
economic activity into Nevada. Figure 2 offers an illustration of the I-11 corridor
alternatives considered in the early 2010s.

•

Economic integration within the Southwest Triangle megapolitan cluster
comprised of Southern California, Sun Corridor, and Las Vegas megapolitan areas
(see Figure 3) will require higher levels of transportation investment.2 Currently
these megapolitan areas are poorly served by surface transportation relative to
comparable U.S. metropolitan areas.
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•

The increasing role of Mexico in North American manufacturing and trade will
likely increase the traffic on the current CANAMEX corridor. Due to its
fragmented nature this route is incapable of serving tri-national trucking needs
in the long term (see Figure 4). An integrated I-11 corridor dedicated mostly to
tri-national freight transportation has the potential to stimulate more trade
between the countries.

•

The states of Arizona and Nevada have multiple economic development
initiatives that rely on high-quality transportation corridors for movement of
products and people that link both states and create economic linkages to
Canada and Mexico.

•

Interstate highways in the major metropolitan areas of both Arizona and Nevada
are congested and getting worse. This impedes economic exchange between
these states, with other western states, and with Canada and Mexico. To the
extent that I-11 bypasses those metropolitan areas, more efficient truck and
vehicle traffic can enhance economic competitiveness.

The next section reviews the principal Nevada routes studied and highlights options
selected for final consideration.

4
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Figure 2: Generalized I-11 Routes

Source: Nevada Department of Transportation and Arizona Department of Transportation (2014), “Background”
I-11 and Intermountain West Corridor Study. http://i11study.com/IWC-Study/Background.asp.
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Figure 3: The Southwest Megapolitan Cluster

Source: CH2M-Hill, AECOM and HDR (2014), I-11 and Intermountain West Corridor Study: Business Case, Nevada
Department of Transportation and Arizona Department of Transportation.
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Figure 4: CANAMEX Corridor

Source: Steve Albert, Patrick M. Wright, John E. Taylor, Xianming Shi and Scott Lee (2004), Final Report: CANAMEX
Smart Tourist Corridor, Bozeman MT: Montana State University, Western Transportation Institute.
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I-11 Routes: Options to Consider
Congress designated an I-11 route between Las Vegas and I-80. From there, I-11 is
intended to connect, eventually, to Canada, perhaps intersecting with Trans-Canada
Highway 1. This section explores the selection of the various routes and details routes
north of I-11 to Canada. The section concludes by calling for a reconsideration of the I-11
route through Nevada.
Assessment of Route Options
Nevada officials considered several I-11 routes north of Las Vegas to I-80 (see Figure 5).
The evaluation incorporated a number of “Level 1” qualitative criteria shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Level 1 Evaluation Criteria

Source: Arizona Department of Transportation and the Nevada Department of Transportation (2014), I‐11 and
Intermountain West Corridor Study, Technical Memorandum: Level 2 Evaluation Results Summary.
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These criteria allowed officials to rate each alternative on a qualitative scale of “least
favorable” to “most favorable.” The Level 1 assessment sought to:
•

Reduce the number of alternatives to a reasonable range of alternatives for
more detailed evaluation.

•

Help identify the corridor options that are the most promising candidates for
long‐term connections to the congressionally designated I-11 Corridor.

Figure 6 illustrates the result. There would be a direct connection from Las Vegas to Reno
and northerly extensions would extend north from Reno or I-11 would join with I-80 east
to Winnemucca and then head north.
Note that the Level 1 process was subjective.
I-11 is intended to intersect at the Canadian border. Alternative Routes north of I-80 are
reviewed next.
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Figure 5: Multiple I-11 Routes Considered

Source: Arizona Department of Transportation and the Nevada Department of Transportation (2014), I‐11 and
Intermountain West Corridor Study, Technical Memorandum: Level 2 Evaluation Results Summary.
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Figure 6: Tentative Final Western Nevada I-11 Routes

Source: CH2M-Hill, AECOM and HDR (2014), Corridor Concept Report, Nevada Department of Transportation and
Arizona Department of Transportation.
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I-11 Routes to Canada
A fundamental purpose of I-11 is to create a trade corridor from Mexico through western
states to Canada. Planning for I-11 from Las Vegas south to Mexico is ongoing and subject
to funding, although it seems likely that the original objective to connect Las Vegas with
Phoenix will be accomplished first. The focus here is on the extension of I-11 at I-80
northward to Canada.
As seen in Figure 7, from Reno, I-11 would appear to extend to Portland, then Seattle, and
terminate at the Canadian border south of Vancouver. From Winnemucca, I-11 would
appear to extend to Seattle and then north to Canada. In either case, a key purpose of I11 would seem to be compromised as this route creates even more congestion. Indeed,
an implicit purpose of I-11 is to avoid congested areas altogether. Extending I-11 through
Portland and/or Seattle is inconsistent with these objectives. More to the point, there is
no apparent evidence that Oregon and Washington would approve of those routes.
Moreover, Oregon may not approve the route from Reno through central Oregon. These
routing choices are logical extensions of the western Nevada corridors but are
problematic.
Another important option is available when extensions north of Elko are considered. This
route, the Elko, Nevada to Elko, British Columbia option (the Elko-to-Elko route):
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•

Travels north on U.S. 93 to I-80 where I-11 would bypass Twin Falls;

•

Continues on U.S. 93 northward through Idaho and Montana with a bypass at
Missoula; then

•

Arrives at Elko, Alberta, forks north-easterly on Highway 3 and continues with
several route option to the Trans-Canada highway in or near Calgary.
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Figure 7: Potential Connections North of I-80

Source: Nevada Department of Transportation (2018), Connectivity North and Beyond Nevada's I-80 Corridor.

The Case for The Elko-To-Elko Route
Lack of connectivity in much of eastern Nevada hinders economic development. Located
roughly halfway between Salt Lake City and Reno on I-80 with no interstate connections
north or especially south to Las Vegas, one of the nation’s most dynamic metropolitan
areas, leaves this region isolated. The qualitative assessment process used to eliminate I11 routes in the eastern part of the state, in favor of a western route, appears to have
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ignored several important factors related to cost and economic development
opportunities. These include:
•

Within the state, the U.S. 93 route from Las Vegas to Elko will be less expensive
than the U.S. 95 route to Reno.

•

Although cost estimates are needed, it is apparent from looking at maps and
calculating distances that the costs of extending I-11 along U.S. 395 or U.S. 95,
associated with the western Nevada routes, may be vastly greater than the U.S.
93 route.

•

Because a key criterion for choosing an I-11 route is to avoid congested areas and
implicitly not induce more congestion, the westerly routes to Portland and/or
Seattle undermine this objective.

•

Economic development opportunities may arise in several ways such as:
o Making Ely a potential gateway to Great Basin National Park, which is one
of the nation’s least visited eco-tourism sites because it is also one of the
nation’s least accessible;
o Reducing the travel time between Las Vegas and Elko considerably;
o Connecting Elko with I-84 to the north expands its connectivity with more
markets.

•

A central aim of state economic development policy is to elevate economic
prosperity everywhere. Inasmuch as the I-11-U.S. 93 route is less expensive and
the federal government may fund up to 92 percent of the cost, it is difficult to
imagine a more important economic development investment in lagging eastern
Nevada economies than I-11.

•

The eastern Nevada route of I-11 provides the most efficient route to Canada’s
Trans Canadian Highway where I-11 follows U.S. 93 into Canada (see Figure 8),
connecting through Elko, British Columbia.

From this perspective, civic leaders of Elko have it right when they express the concern
that the state’s “total disregard for eastern Nevada is obvious.”3

14
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Figure 8: The Elko, Nevada to Elko, Alberta Route of I-11

Source: Jawon Lim, Brookings Mountain West.
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Eastern Nevada Deserves to Share in Nevada’s Prosperity
Of Nevada’s three regions, eastern Nevada is most in need of economic development and
diversification. I-11 is one of the few opportunities to do so. The option of using U.S. 93
as the I-11 route would seem to be the least expensive for Nevada to finance especially if
the vast majority of the costs will be borne by the federal government. It would also seem
to be the least expensive option to extend I-11 to Canada and provide a direct, interstate
connection between northern and southern Nevada along the eastern side of the state.
In sum, given the state’s likely small share of the total cost, in addition to the other
considerations offered in this brief, if extending I-11 to Elko is not seen as an economic
development opportunity worth pursuing, what economic development opportunity
does the state have in mind for the region?

16
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